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Perkins Aftermarket,
engineered for life

Let your engine breathe,
		 Filter out the impurities

Delivering optimum power
with surgical precision

Filters are the first line of defence for an
engine, so using genuine filters really
does protect the engine.

Perkins turbochargers are engineered
to precise specifications and fine
tolerances to work in tune with your
engine and ensure optimum power.

Fuel and oil contamination can be
disastrous for an engine. A fuel pump or
a set of injectors can cost 100 times the
price of a fuel filter, while an engine can
cost 500 times as much as an oil filter.
By choosing to fit genuine Perkins filters,
you help prevent the risk of further costs
like these.

Economic buying options include
remanufactured and ‘new for old’,
both of which guarantee the same
performance as new, and have the same
12 month warranty. All designed to fit
your specific engine model by the same
engineers who built your engine.

Effective protection
against contamination

Extend machine life,
replace the engine
Reduce downtime caused by in-field
failure and achieve identical engine
performance at a fraction of the cost of
a new machine.
Get a greater return on your investment
with a like-for-like replacement engine,
enjoy fast service and availability, and
gain peace of mind with Perkins®
Platinum Protection.

Drive greater value
from your machine

Complex parts,
precisely engineered

The vital kit
to extend engine life
These convenient kits are essential for
any Perkins engine overhaul, containing
precision matched parts specific to the
engine’s build, including pistons, rings,
hardware, gaskets and seals.
Buying this kit of genuine parts offers
significant cost savings over buying
individual parts. Restore the engine’s
optimum performance with a single order
for its long and healthy life.

Everything you need
in a single kit

